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Painting by Val Fane

Hello Everyone

As we move towards what we are all anticipating will be the end of
"Lockdown", maybe like us you are starting to make plans for the
rest of this year. We are really looking forward to meeting with you
in person sometime soon.
Our latest project is to have our own YouTube channel. It isn't
quite ready to launch yet but we will let you know when it is
available. Meanwhile we continue with the village art group and
have started making demo videos for the sessions.
Other group members have also been following God's lead into
new adventures. Some of their stories to date are here.



From Meghan Elise Bell

Hi everyone, I would love to
let you know about a few
projects I'm working on.
Firstly, during the pandemic
I have started a candle-
making business: Hilltop
Candles! I make clean-
burning luxury scented soy
candles. I sell a range of
scents in two sizes (45 hour
and 25 hour burn time).

You can find my shop here:

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/HilltopCandlesUK

Secondly, I have self-published a
new book, "Desired Child". This
one is an autobiographical account
of our journey with our daughter,
Evelyn. Many of you walked that
path with us as Evelyn was
diagnosed with spina bifida while I
was pregnant. We had fetal surgery
and then she was born at 26
weeks. I wrote this book with the
intention of raising awareness
about spina bifida and extreme
prematurity.

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/HilltopCandlesUK


I also felt God wanted me to include, in vulnerability, my
faith's highs and lows during that season. The book
includes poetry and journal entries written at the time.

"Desired Child" is the third book I have published. You can
find our more about my books here:

https://meghanelisewriting.com/books/

Finally, many of you will know my creative partner in crime
and husband, Joseph. Joseph is a keen writer too, and
has many film-making ventures on the go. Sadly,
Coronavirus put a halt to these!

After seeking God about what to do, he has been
dreaming and working hard to start up an independent
publishing company:

Hepburn Books https://www.hepburnbooks.co.uk/. We
publish redesigned classics and our own books.

I am also working on a range of journals and maybe some
colouring books.... stay tuned. We are learning lots about
using creativity to make beautiful things, pay the bills and
encounter God!

https://meghanelisewriting.com/books/
https://www.hepburnbooks.co.uk/


From Lisa Greenwood

A Time to Dance…

Ecclesiastes 3:4
a time to weep and a time to laugh,
a time to mourn and a time to dance,

The Inspiration for zoom workshops:

Most Saturday mornings, I begin my day by jumping and
dancing around my living room as I teach children's
dance classes on zoom. These classes are full of so
much joy - we play games, create together, catch up on
the week and encourage one another. A few months ago,
a beautiful friend Rhiannon messaged me a song called
'Say I won't' by Mercy Me. Her message said 'Heard this
on my way to work - thought of you dancing. Then
thought oh, I'd like to dance, I wonder if Lisa had thought
of doing zoom worship dancing classes.' The song
released me to dance and I felt that doing zoom worship
dancing classes was an amazing idea!

I set out to do two different classes - the first was a
beginner class and the second was an intermediate/
advanced class due to the technicality of the movement
we’d be learning. I believe that everyone can enjoy
dancing and that we should all be encouraged to move
freely. Dancing is an expression of adoration to our King,
it is a way to speak when words fail us, it brings us
revelation as God speaks through our movement - it
comes directly from our heart to our Father's heart.



Dancing together and finding freedom:

My first workshop was with Diane Devine; Diane is a
beautiful woman of God and sister in Christ. She is full
of creativity which pours out in so many ways to bless
and encourage hearts. Diane came into the workshop
with an expectant heart and excitement within her. We
prayed to our perfect Father and began to warm up.
Diane learnt some choreography to 'I Thank God' by
Maverick City Music. This song is filled with so much joy
and I would definitely recommend putting it on and
bopping around the house to it! We freely danced to a
song called 'See a Victory' by Elevation Worship. During
this song I had a vision of Diane leading a group of
younger creative people. Diane had royal blue wings
and a royal blue flag whilst leading. Diane was marching
on with Kingdom creatives. I believe that it is important
that we keep our focus on our King as we move forward
in the creative freedom that awaits us.

The day after this workshop, I was painting with my
nieces and I began to try and paint the vision I'd had.
One of my nieces said she wanted to paint the same
picture I was painting and so, together we created these
pictures to send to Diane as encouragement. We had
lots of fun as we created together! (see next page).

The second workshop was with Rhiannon Jefferson and
Steven Turner. Rhiannon and I went to Lincoln College
together where we studied performing arts. Rhiannon is
a beautiful friend, a loving wife and mummy, a gifted
dancer and a precious daughter of our Heavenly Father.



We have danced and
performed together many
times but, today, God was
doing a new thing and
releasing us to dance again.

I met Steven online during lock down whilst he was
leading the International Christian Dance Fellowship
Youth Conference. Although we are yet to meet in
person - this was a great opportunity for us to dance
together on zoom! Steven is soaring in this season as he
uses his gifts to encourage, inspire and minister to so
many.

As we danced to 'I Thank God' there was a powerful
freedom poured out; we began to let go and enjoy the
freedom of dancing together. Dancing isn't about what
we look like or if we get it 'right' because dancing was
never meant to be judged in that way. Whether you are
reaching your hand out, bopping along to music or in a
choreographed routine, the most important thing is the
freedom to move freely, without judging or comparing
ourselves and others. We also learnt a routine to 'Say I
Won't' the song that Rhiannon originally sent to me. This
was a powerful time together as we joined in unity for the
chorus throughout the song.



Cre8ed 4 U Lord:

Steven Turner has an amazing ministry called 'Cre8ed 4
U Lord'. They are a Christian organisation that furthers
the Kingdom of God using the creative arts, including
dance, visual art and spoken word. Encouraging people
to explore their creative gifting in whatever shape that
takes. I would really encourage you to head over to their
website at www.cre8ed4ulord.com - here you will find
events, workshops, beautiful artwork and so much more!
Steven has just done an amazing show online called
'Impact of Fathers' which impacted many hearts. The
show was filled with powerful truth of our heavenly
Father. The dances told stories of strength, grace, truth,
redemption, salvation and love. Diane was able to see the
show and wrote this afterwards 'The dance was powerful,
beautiful and told the stories very well. I especially
enjoyed the one with the little girl, it reminded me of when
I was little and I climbed on my Dad's feet and he walked
me. Now, my heavenly Father is walking me through
some difficult times and He holds my hand.'

Words of encouragement and freedom:

Diane:
'Your dance class was amazing! You helped me learn the

movements patiently and slowly. I had a sense of
freedom and used dance for warfare at one point, it was

like a prayer.'

Rhiannon:
'I did really enjoy dancing again. I forgot how freeing it is

to move your body!'

http://www.cre8ed4ulord.com


Steven:
'The class you lead yesterday was awesome I haven’t

enjoyed moving like that in ages.'

Maybe it’s time for you to dance, to move freely again, to
step upon your Fathers feet and allow Him to take the
lead? Maybe it's time to bop about the house and
receive joy in this season as you use movement to
express your adoration to the King? Maybe it's time to
rest at His feet and just be who you were created to be?
Maybe it's time to be held and led across the dance floor
of life without strife? Maybe it's time for freedom to be
our song in every season. Can you hear the invitation
'Shall we dance...?'

From Mary Maquire

The Stables at Bardney

In the process of God
calling me to move to
Bardney I bought a cottage
and three adjoining stables
which was part of a
complex of buildings that
related to each other. There
were a further four stables
in the block which are
owned by Pete & Kath
Atkins.



I had envisaged two of the
three stables to be some kind
of art space that would be for
the community to use. Since
all the resources I had
available were used to restore
the derelict cottage which has
become my home I had
always thought 'Well God if
you want the stables thing to
happen you are going to have
to provide for it!'

For the past 6 years nothing! Then amazingly in the
autumn of last year the money became available for the
entire roof of all seven stables to be restored. Half of this
work has already been completed.

As this began to happen I felt
strongly that we should seek
God regarding both
the vision and the provision of
the art space. I was beginning
to sense that it would be a
much wider remit... a space for
creativity prayer and healing.
We embarked on two days of
prayer in the stables.



I was amazed at how many folks wanted to be part of this
and the two days were quickly taken up with people
committing to an hour or more of prayer each. Since then
gifts have been given for further work to be done. It is still
not clear to me how this will all develop ...and maybe
that's as it should be! But I am excited and encouraged by
the sense of the presence of God in the space and the
words He has spoken regarding it. I would very much
appreciate prayer for the ongoing outworking of whatever
it is He is doing!!

Art and Soul by Ann Evans

During Lockdown I have been meeting on Zoom with
Mary, Sarah, Helen and Ree (all part of Bara House
Artists) to encourage one another both in our art and faith.
The evenings we have spent together on Zoom have
been such a blessing to me and encouraged me greatly.
I'm sure we're all grateful for the way that artistic
expression allows us to release our emotions and



thoughts, particularly through the difficulties of the past
year.

Over the past few months, Alan, my husband, and I felt led
to offer local friends a similar type of gathering online. We
have purposely kept the group small, only inviting 5 people
initially, all with an interest in art but with differing abilities,
in order to allow friendships and trust to deepen and grow
between them. Even so, the group has grown with the
husbands of two ladies regularly joining us as well as a
teenage daughter. The group is a mixture of those with
faith and those who wouldn't profess to be Christians.

We meet fortnightly and although we've only had 3
gatherings the group is supportive of one another. A day
before we gather, I contact everyone with the art exercise
and theme for the evening and a Pinterest board for
inspiration and links to relevant artists etc. Then we gather
on Zoom and chat through the evening as we create our
individual pieces of work. The pieces people produce
allow them to experiment with different ideas and express
thoughts and feelings. They are conversation starters,
leading us into deeper knowledge of each person's
background, character and situation.

To draw each meeting to a close we say a very simple
short prayer which reflects the cares and concerns
expressed in our conversation that evening. That is our
only directly Christian input as we want each person to
feel valued, relaxed and an equal part of our little
community. We feel that no one should feel awkward or
wondering if they are going to be asked to say or do
anything they don't feel comfortable with.



We will be in touch once we can meet!

The next newsletter will be in May 2021. Please feel free to let us have
any items for inclusion. These would need to be with us by mid April
2021. If you have any questions or comments please contact us or the
artist directly.

Love and Blessings

John and Val

We're in no hurry to grow in number, our hope is for
quality of relationship rather than quantity. Judging by the
texts we receive following an evening together and the
requests to go for walks on a one to one basis in between
times, we feel the seed of something special has been
planted.

Prophetic painting by Val Fane

“ The Glory of Letting Go!”
A prophetic painting which I
never anticipated would be an
image of such widespread
loss a year later.
Our manner of releasing to
God is the key to the glorious
display as seen here in
nature!

If we can gently, reverently, and, with thanksgiving for
what we can no longer hold, let go, then our gift to the
world will be beautiful and glorious!


